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B'NEI MITZVAH

Lexi Payton Hoppenstein
November 6, 2021 | Beck Family Sanctuary, Morning Service
Lexi is the daughter of Stacey and Russell Hoppenstein; granddaughter of Carole Ann and Jay Hoppenstein and Rosemary and Earl Pachter of Houston, Texas. Lexi attends Otto Middle School and is the sister of Seth and Lance Hoppenstein.

Maxwell Joseph Horowitz
November 13, 2021 | Aaron Family Main Sanctuary, Morning Service
Max is the son of Angela Horowitz French and Gary Horowitz; stepson of Doug French; grandson of Carol and Steven Aaron and Sue Horowitz and Jay Horowitz, z"l. Max attends Shelton School and is the brother of Sam and Sydney Horowitz.

Elijah Joseph Goodfriend-Papa
November 19, 2021 | Beck Family Sanctuary, Friday Evening Service
Elijah is the son of Rachel Goodfriend-Clouse and Josh Clouse and Kristy and Randall Papa; grandson of Ellen and Anthony Papa of Miami Gardens, Florida and Suzanne Goodfriend and Mark Goodfriend, z"l of Whitewright, Texas. Great-grandson of Arlene Solins of Pembroke Pines, Florida and Eva Sue Gorrell. Elijah attends Whitewright High School and is the brother of Sylvia Goodfriend, Isabella Papa, Nathaniel, Cody, and Hanna Clouse.

SHOFAR SPONSORSHIP
Angela Horowitz French, Doug French and Gary Horowitz in honor of the Bar Mitzvah of their son Max.

Celebrate Avi’s 20 years on December 11th

Celebrate Avi’s 20th Anniversary with a special Shabbat and Kiddush lunch on Saturday, December 11. We hope all our Shearith family will join the celebration!

To ensure we have enough food at our special lunch, please RSVP at shearith.org

If you’d like to honor Avi with a donation to a fund that goes directly toward his Rabbinic school costs, please go to www.is.gd/avim20
WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!

Rachel and Josh Newburn
Children: Nathan and Rebekah

New Members not pictured:

Marcus and Sara Stavchansky
Children: Jacob, Daniel and Aaron

ANNIVERSARIES!

November Wedding Anniversaries
25+ Years
Patricia and Mark Abramson
Bettina and Leighton Aiken
Fonda and Jay Arbetter
Diane and Jerome Benjamin
Victoria and Steven Bock
Susan and Joel Carp
Pat and Lee Cohen
Jan and Joe Cukier
Yvette and Robert Feiger
Cynthia and Robert Feldman
Leslye and Glenn Geller
Cynthia and Alan Golman
Ariana and Michael Held
Barbie and Mark Herskowitz
Mindi and Michael Kahn
Bettina and William Katz
Carla and Kevin Libby
Leslie and Steven Pidgeon
Lillian and Jon Pinkus
Kay Ellen and Jacob Pollack
Sherri and Michael Radoff
Jay and Lauren Robinson
Merle and Brian Rosenbloom
Ruth and Robert Shapiro
Toby and Lawrence Shawn
Laurie and David Sokolsky
Andrea and Robert Stoler
Debbie and Craig Sukenic
Joanne and Charles Teichman
Iris and Dennis Topletz
Betty and Steve Ungerman
D.J. and Leslie Weisbrod
Michelle and Ronald Weisfeld

50+ Years
Janet and Jeffrey Beck
Rachel and Bernard Bortnick
Chana and Ralph Robinowitz
Marilyn and Donald Schaffer
Rena and Maxel Silverberg

MILESTONE BIRTHDAYS

Jo Ann Rosenberg 91
Renee Cobbel 93
Julius Coleman 98
Selma Bookatz 100
Zelma Kahn 102

COLLEGE CONNECTION

Do you have a student in college, graduate school, or a post-high school program? We send care packages chock-full of treats and meaningful holiday-themed items. We would love to send a care package to your young adult from Shearith! To register, please email Katie at kbabin@shearith.org
WELCOME BABIES
through September 28, 2021

Annie Parker Aaron, born September 28, 2021, daughter of Amanda and Bennett Aaron; granddaughter of Dawn and Todd Aaron, and Jody and Stewart Gross; great-granddaughter of Carol and Steven Aaron, and Norman and Barbara Schneidler; niece of Morgan Aaron, Molly Aaron, Andrew and Melissa Gross, Alexander Gross, and Alison and Brad Hart.

Jordyn Marley Eisenberg, born September 13, 2021, daughter of Melissa and Jeffrey Eisenberg; granddaughter of Pamela and Richard Eisenberg, Lisa and Geoffrey Newman, and Stacy and Daniel Beyda; great-granddaughter of Frances and David Eisenberg, Sandra and Joseph Barocas, Marilyn Schee, and Marilyn Newman.

Danny Hayes Gerson, born August 9, 2021, son of Jamie and Elliot Gerson; grandson of Shelli and Marshall Goldberg, Patti Nomenson, and the late Dan Gerson; great-grandson of Rita Goldberg, and Gwen Samel; cousin of Remy Herbert Paalborg and Wilder Harris Paalborg.

Meyer Samel Korngut, born July 11, 2021, son of Alex and Alex Korngut; grandson of Shelli and Marshall Goldberg, and Debra and Dr. Irwin Korngut; great-grandson of Rita Goldberg and Gwen Samel; cousin of Remy Herbert Paalborg and Wilder Harris Paalborg.

SOCIAL ACTION

November Donation Opportunities!

Please donate CANNED FOODS and CLEANING SUPPLIES, including bleach and wipes, for the residents of Sand Branch, TX, an unincorporated community, a few miles southeast of Dallas. This small, poor, largely African American community has been without running water for decades.

Please donate BOOKS for our Little Free Library located at Literacy Achieves in Dallas. Literacy Achieves helps equip non-English speaking adults and their young children with English literacy and life skills to promote self-sufficiency and well-being.

ONGOING! Shearith continues to help the Marom-Kampala Jewish Community in Uganda. Currently, we're raising money to help 18 students in the community who can't go to school in-person because of Covid. These students need the proper supplies so they can learn at home, including laptops, headsets, a personal wi-fi connection, writing notebooks, and other learning materials.

Please donate at: bit.ly/Shearith-Uganda
MUSICAL KABBALAT SHABBAT
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12

Beatles Shabbat at 6 pm
Join Rabbi Ari Sunshine, Hazzan Itzhak Zhrebker, a band and the Shearith Israel Choirs as they lead prayers to familiar Beatles tunes, followed by a delicious dinner in Topletz Auditorium.

Rock & Roll Shababa at 6 pm
Join Rabbi Shira Wallach for an outdoor Rock & Roll Shababa, a family-friendly Shabbat experience set to fun rock & roll tunes followed by a family-friendly dinner outside in Ornish Garden. 
Hosted by Chelsie Kastriner

Stay for our Community Shabbat dinner!
Adults enjoy chicken piccata, linguine pasta, and salad, Kids’ menu features chicken fingers and penne pasta. All meals include vegetable, challah rolls and chocolate chip cookies.

RSVP for dinner at shearith.org

Candle LIGHT & Moon LIGHT

An Outdoor Hanukkah Celebration
Friday, December 3

Family Youth Shabbat | 6 pm
Outside the East Doors

Shababa | 6 pm
Ornish Garden

Kabbalat Shabbat | 6 pm
Beck Family Sanctuary

Join us for services and an outdoor Hanukkah dinner and celebration under the stars.

Sign up information coming soon.
KLEI KODESH CLASSES

RABBI ARI SUNSHINE
Understanding Faith and Its Complexities
Six Wednesdays Beginning November 3 | 7 pm
Sardas Beit Midrash and Zoom

November 3: Pathways to Faith
Explore how the social, political, economic, moral, and religious, beliefs people hold fundamentally represent who they are.

November 10: Faith, Trust, and Risk
Faith is a choice people make. What form does it take?

November 17: Faith and Knowledge
What does it mean to believe if we can't know? Examine three approaches to the gap between faith and knowledge.

December 1: Argument and Submission
In Abraham's encounters with God, Jewish tradition suggests that God does not only expect submission but also debate and argumentation. Explore the legacy this raises.

December 8: Intimacy and Distance
What is the role of doubt in a relationship with God? How is faith about process and not only conclusions? Explore how doubt is actually part and parcel of a dynamic life of faith.

December 15: Faith and Ethics
Tensions between faith and ethics can lead some to reject faith: Does belief in God lead us to live a more ethical life or does it undermine one’s ethical commitments?

Class based on Foundations for a Thoughtful Judaism curriculum from the Shalom Hartman Institute.

To sign-up, email Theresa Hurt at thurt@shearith.org

Tuesdays with Tanakh
2nd and 4th Tuesdays | 1 - 2:30 pm
Sardas Beit Midrash and Zoom
Study session on 1 Chronicles.
RSVP to Theresa Hurt at thurt@shearith.org

RABBI SHIRA WALLACH
Women’s Torah Study
Wednesdays | 12 pm
Sardas Beit Midrash, Zoom

How did the rabbis transform ritual and social realities as they reinterpreted the Torah? More specifically, how did they use their hermeneutical power to redeem the role of women in both religious and domestic settings? Join us as we study Dr. Judith Hauptman's Rereading the Rabbis: A Woman's Voice, in exploration of a feminist read of Jewish tradition.
RSVP to Sarah Katz at skatz@shearith.org

RABBI ADAM ROFFMAN
Thursdays with the Rabbis
1st and 3rd Thursdays
Sardas Beit Midrash, Zoom

The sensational 18th century Hasidic revolution in Jewish thought generated excitement and great controversy. It still holds tremendous power for modern Jews seeking a more emotional, spiritual, and joyful connection with God and Torah. Join this fascinating tour of the great Hasidic masters' works.
RSVP to Theresa Hurt at thurt@shearith.org

AVI MITZNER
Avot with Avi
Tuesdays after Morning Minyan
Fonberg Family Chapel, Zoom

Avot—commonly known as The Ethics of the Fathers is correctly translated as The Fathers. What if, rather than presenting a coherent system of ethical living (spoiler: it doesn’t), its true purpose was to give us insight into the founders of Rabbinic Judaism, the issues they dealt with personally, and in trying to reshape Judaism after the destruction of the Temple? Join Avi for 15 minutes, every Tuesday after morning minyan, as we look at the stories of their lives and how those stories informed their maxims handed down to us in Avot.
LIFELONG LEARNING & PROGRAMS

Open to all!

SHABBAT MORNING TORAH STUDY
Shabbat Mornings | 8:30 am
Sardas Beit Midrash and Zoom
Study the week’s Torah Portion, taught by the Klei Kodesh.

SCHOLARSTREAM
Ethics
Tuesdays in November | 12 pm
Zoom
Ethics Scholarstream classes include Rabbi Prof. David Golinkin on Risking One’s Life to Save Another: Required or Forbidden by Jewish Law?: Rabbi Avi Novis Deutsch on Can a Halakha be Immoral?: Rabbi Dr. Reb Mimi Feigelson on Moral Dilemmas in the Teachings of the Mei Hashiloah, Reb Mordechai Yosef Lainer of Ishbitza; and Rabbi Chaya Rowen Baker on “Leshon Hara” (Gossip and Slander).

YOGA WITH DEBBI LEVY
Every Thursday | 11 am
Zoom
45 minutes of mindfulness and yoga instruction. Great class for all levels. RSVP to Katie at kbabin@shearith.org

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
Friday, November 5 | 10:30 am
Room 18
Join the Shearith Israel membership committee to meet and plan upcoming programs and assemble Shabbat boxes for new members! Also! Shabbat Box delivery drivers needed. RSVP to Katie at kbabin@shearith.org

TORAH ON TAP NORTH
Tuesday, November 9 | 7 pm
Levine Lounge and Zoom
Join Rabbi Ari Sunshine and see where Torah and real-life intersect! Pizza and adult beverages served. RSVP to Theresa Hurt at thurt@shearith.org

ISRAEL BOOK CLUB
Sunday, November 21 | 7 pm
Zoom
The Mauritian Shekel: The Story of the Jewish Detainees in Mauritius, 1940-1945 by Geneviève Pitot
Conversation lead by Angel Kosfiszer. RSVP to Katie at kbabin@shearith.org

A NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM WITH ELANA KAPLAN
Monday, November 29 | 7 pm
Zoom
Last spring, Elana Kaplan, Metropolitan Museum of Art educator, joined us for a popular evening program and now she’s back to discuss Chanukkah! Great for all ages. Sign-up coming soon.

Special Focus!
20s & 30s
Volunteer at the JFS Food Pantry
Sunday, November 14 | 10 am - 1 pm
JFS, 5402 Arapaho Road, Dallas
Join with Ruach (Beth Torah’s 20s and 30s group) to help set up the newly remodeled Kosher Food Pantry. RSVP to Katie Babin at kbabain@shearith.org

Shabbat with Micole & Andrew Cobert
Friday, November 19 | 6:30 pm
A delicious Shabbat dinner with new and old friends. RSVP to Katie Babin at kbabain@shearith.org

PRIME for people in their 50s - 60s-ish
Food Pantry Service Project at JFS
Sunday, November 21 | 1-3 pm
JFS, 5402 Arapaho Road, Dallas
In preparation for Thanksgiving, help stock the JFS Food Pantry Shelves and check food expiration dates. RSVP required at shearith.org/calendar

PILLARS
Coffee Talk with Jordona Kohn
Wednesday, November 17 | 10 am
Topletz Auditorium and Zoom
Come in person for Coffee Talk with Jordona Kohn, Founder and Head Chef at The Market. Learn about her story, her favorite meals to make, and what inspired her to open this popular Dallas kosher restaurant. Enjoy a delicious bagel buffet from The Market! If attending in-person or via Zoom, please RSVP to Katie at kbabin@shearith.org
What a Spectacular Shabbat Celebration! All Shearith Youth families were invited to a beautiful outdoor service followed by a community Shabbat dinner this past October. The turnout was incredible! It was such a joy to welcome Shabbat with so many smiling faces!

SAVE THE DATE

Join us to celebrate the beginning of construction on our new, state-of-the-art playgrounds, picnic area, and outdoor classroom and prayer space! You’ll get an exclusive look at the extraordinary design that will nourish and inspire our growing community. Stay for lunch and bring your balls, frisbees, and other outdoor toys! RSVP to skatz@shearith.org

David A. Segal
Family Simcha Play Center
Groundbreaking
Sunday, December 5 | 12 pm
WEITZMAN FAMILY RELIGIOUS SCHOOL

At Weitzman Family Religious School, we create **sacred** spaces where **children** and **families** can explore Judaism together! Children in Kindergarten through High School, learn together in a **joyful**, **engaged community** that combines Judaism, rooted in **love** and **kindness**.

**Family Programs** are an opportunity for parents and students to learn from one another, guided by our rabbis. After a session of **engagement** and study, families work together to create something to put their **learning** into action!

In October, our **Kindergarten** class celebrated another great Family Day of Learning! First, children and parents learned about where food comes from. Then, everyone got to make and braid **challah** and top it with their favorite delicious, and sometimes **unconventional**, challah toppings!
FAMILY CENTER

Shababa North - Pajama Party
Friday, November 5 | 5:45 - 7 pm
Beit Am Playground at Levine Academy
Welcome Shabbat with friends and family in your comfy PJs! We’ll start at 5:45 pm with a joyful prayer experience, and then enjoy a delicious, family-friendly meal, all outside. After our kids finish eating, they’re welcome to play on the playground while the grownups hang out. The entire program will take place outside, at tables, so that we can all safely participate.

Hosted by Melissa Goldberg

Travel to Israel on Shearith's Young Family Trip
June 12 - 23, 2022
We are so excited to offer a young family track on our upcoming congregational Israel trip. Grandparents, parents, and kids 3-10 will explore Israel together, building their ahavat Yisrael—love of our homeland—as a family.

More details on page 11.

Rock & Roll Shababa
Friday, November 12 | 6 pm
Ornish Garden
Followed by Congregational Dinner, see page 5
Hosted by Chelsie Kastriner

Family Camp at Camp Ramah Darom
July 20 - 24, 2022
Join Shira, Adam, Hannah, and Rebecca for an unforgettable 5 days of fun, friendship, and celebration of Jewish life. Camp Ramah Darom has been a huge part of Shira's life since her first summer in 1999 and she’s always dreamt of bringing her family back one day—along with her shul family!

For more info, visit ramahdarom.org
SHEARITH TRAVELS TO ISRAEL

June 12 - 23, 2022
Choose the Young Family Track led by Rabbi Shira Wallach and Rabbi Adam Roffman.

Grandparents, parents, and kids 3-10 will explore Israel together, building their ahavat Yisrael—love of our homeland—as a family.

Trip Highlights!
- Shehehiyanu/Welcome ceremony overlooking the Old City of Jerusalem.
- Tour of Jewish Quarter including the Herodian Mansions, Cardo, Broad Wall and Rooftops, Visit the Western Wall.
- Try out swirling slides and playground in Sacher Park. Enjoy local playgrounds and hotel pools.
- Dig up Israel's past on a hands-on archaeological excavation in Beit Guvrin National Park.
- Discover a magnificent underground world in the Avshalom Stalactite Cave.
- Parents’ night out! A counselor or babysitter will conduct a program.
- Visit Jerusalem’s Biblical Zoo, where you'll see animals which lived in Israel during biblical times.
- Abraham's Tent (Genesis Land) for a Camel ride and biblical lunch.
- Chocolate making workshop at the De Karina Chocolate Factory.
- BBQ dinner with Israeli young soldiers. Meet the Israeli army's human side.
- Enjoy Donkey rides and try ancient crafts, including sending messages by pigeon.

June 19 -30, 2022
Choose the Classic Israel Track led by Rabbi Ari Sunshine and Avi Mitzner.

Great for first time visitors to Israel or experienced Israel pilgrims. We’ll visit the usual can't-miss sites, as well as plenty of places that are less familiar or off-the-beaten path. We will enjoy these amazing experiences while forming lasting bonds with our fellow Shearith travelers and with the land of Israel!

Trip Highlights!
- Tel Aviv, Tzfat, Jerusalem, Old Jaffa, Golan Heights
- Shehekiyanu-Welcome ceremony on Tel Jaffa
- Ayalon Institute, Independence Hall, Nachalat Binyamin Arts & Crafts fair
- New Israel Innovation Center, Tel Aviv Stock Exchange
- Kibbutz Hannaton Program, Mt. Arbel Hike, Boat Ride on the Sea of Galilee
- Kayak on the Jordan, Geo-Political Jeep Tour of the Golan Heights
- BBQ Dinner with Israeli Soldiers, Wine tasting or chocolate making on a Kibbutz
- Machane Yehuda Market, Western Wall Tunnel Tour, Archaeological Dig, Ammunition Hill
- Special Shabbat service at First Station Compound
- Yad Vashem/Mt. Herzl, Masada/Dead Sea, Abraham's Tent and so much more!
- Special optional tracks for return visitors.

Trip sign up requested by Monday, November 15.

Pricing and forms at www.shearith.org/travel-to-israel-with-shearith
Night at the Market
Thursday, November 4 | 7pm
In-Person
Join fellow SISterhood members for an exciting evening at The Market, Dallas’s kosher local comfort café. Chef Jordona Kohn will present a cooking demonstration, followed by a bite to eat—a delicious hearty soup and focaccia bread! Cost is $15/person to attend. Must be a current SISterhood member. Space is limited to first 30 sign ups. RSVP at https://is.gd/sisterhoodmarket

For more information, please contact Membership Co-Vice Presidents, Leslye Geller at unlockdoc2@att.net or Kimberly Ross at kimberlross43@gmail.com

SISterhood's Torah Fund Honoree Rabbi Shira Wallach

Join SISterhood and Rabbi Wallach on Sunday, May 1, 2022

Join Torah Fund!
Your Torah Fund contribution strengthens and perpetuates Conservative/Masorti Judaism throughout the world. Your contribution at any level includes this year’s Torah Fund pin. If you have any questions, email June Penkar at jjp1234@gmail.com

You are Torah Fund at any level:

- Keter Kavod ....................... $5,000
- Scholarship Patron ............ $2,500
- Patron ................................ $1,200
- Associate Patron ............... $ 600
- Guardian .......................... $ 300
- Benefactor ........................ $ 180

Watch your email for more program details coming soon!

Upcoming Events!

SISterhood Shabbat
Friday, January 21 | 6 pm

SISterhood Mah Jongg Tournament
Sunday, February 20
Please join us for cocktails, heavy hors d’oeuvres, desserts, and dancing with Downtown Fever, an Emerald City Band, as we celebrate our esteemed Hazzan's 25 years at Shearith Israel.

Cocktail attire | Mask required | Vaccination requested for everyone’s safety

Congregation Shearith Israel-Kaplan Auditorium
Ticket information coming soon.

SHEARITH ISRAEL FOUNDATION

Our Foundation continues to grow, both through donations and legacy gifts.

If you would like to learn more about creating a legacy gift to the Shearith Israel Foundation or learn about creating an endowment now, please contact Larry Kohn at lkohn1@airmail.net or 972-896-2627 or Kim West at kwest@shearith.org or 214-939-7311

LEGACY DONOR GIFT LIST
If you’ve included Shearith in your estate plans—a will, a trust, an insurance policy, a donor-advised fund, etc. — we would like to recognize you via our Legacy Donor Gift List.

Please contact Larry Kohn at lkohn1@airmail.net or 972-896-2627 to be included in this in-process list. (Specific dollar amounts are NOT required to be included.)
Join Rabbi Ari Sunshine and Hazzan Itzhak Zhrebker along with clergy, musicians, and singers representing a variety of faith communities from across Dallas at the 4th Annual Interfaith Thanksgiving Service. The musical evening is a special opportunity for people of different faiths to come together in the spirit of gratitude.

Attend in-person or virtually at www.firstchurchdallas.org

No RSVP required.

Participating faith communities and organizations include:
- Preston Hollow Presbyterian Church
- Congregation Shearith Israel
- University Park United Methodist Church
- Faith Forward Dallas at Thanks-Giving Square
- First United Methodist Church
- The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
- The Thanks-Giving Foundation
- Islamic Association of North Texas
- Ismaili Youth Choir
- Millennial Choir & Orchestra
Todah Rabah!
Thank you to all who have made generous contributions!
September 1 - September 31, 2021

ANNUAL CAMPAIGN
In Memory of Herman and Ruth Waldman
Herman and Ruth Waldman Designated Fund of the Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
In Memory of Philip Vogel
In Memory of Thelma Vogel
Peter Vogel & Marguerite Burtis
In Memory of Sam and Anne Kesner
Sam and Anne Kesner Family Foundation

In Memory of Doris Freed
Jeri Finkelstein
In Memory of Fay Brickman
Zona Pidgeon

CANTOR ZHREBKER DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Honor of Cantor Zhrebker
Mark & Diane Fleschler
In Honor of The Marriage of Meredith Zale to Mark Fischgrund
Ronald & Susan Match
In Memory of Andrew Lee Friedberg
Lita Marishak
In Memory of Shirley Greenfield
Cheri Shapiro
In Memory of Lewis David Marcow
In Memory of Doris Freed
Essie Rosenbloom
In Memory of Bessie Winton
Norman & Janice Winton

CEMETERY CARE FUND
In Memory of William Weinberger
Byron & Janis Falk
In Memory of Joseph Korngut
Fred Korngut
In Memory of Norman Schrott
Elaine Betcher
In Memory of Robert Jayson
Melinda Jayson

CEMETERY OPERATING FUND
In Memory of Shirley Greenfield
Marcy Helfand
In Memory of Barbara Wilpon
Michael & Susan Davidoff
In Memory of Calvin and Doris Lipkin
Steven & Sondra Balaban

COLLEGE CONNECTION DONATION
In Memory of Fay Brickman
In Memory of Shirley Greenfield
Merle Hacker

CYVIA & MARVIN NOBLE CAMP SCHOLARSHIP
In Memory of Fay Brickman
Joseph & Phyllis Somer
In Memory of Beverly Geller
In Memory of Fay Brickman
Marvin & Cyvia Noble

FAMILY CENTER PROGRAM DONATION
In Memory of Corrine Tycher
Martin & Suzanne Hotchkiss

FELDMAN GIFTED CHILDREN’S FUND
In Memory of Sara Feldman
Robert & Cynthia Feldman

GOLMAN FAMILY FUND
In Memory of Russel Dallen
Martin and Susan Golman
In Memory of Irwin Swento
Gisela Swento
In Memory of Charlene and Jack Stoller
Ellis and Susie Wolbe
In Memory of Fay Brickman
Louis & Robin Zweig
In Memory of Maier Golman
Ida Ann Zweig

HIGH HOLY DAYS DONATION 21/22
In Honor of All Staff, Rabbis, Gabbayim that made a smooth and successful High Holiday
Mark & Deborah Fisher
Speedy Recovery of Eli Ben Ezra
Matthew & Jessica Emanuel

PRIME SPONSORSHIPS
In Honor of Avi Mitzner
Mark & Diane Fleschler

JEWISH CHILDREN’S EDUCATION FUND
In Memory of Fay Brickman
Stuart & Cynthia Spechler
LEVI & REBECCA R. TOPLETZ FUND
In Memory of Sue Ann Gordon Topletz
In Memory of Kenneth Lewis Topletz
Bruce & Cristina Topletz
In Memory of Ken and Sue Topletz
Betty Sue Sheinberg

PAULA & MARC WOLENS SENIORS FUND
In Memory of Jack and Charlene Stoller
Scott Cytron

PRAYER BOOK DONATIONS
In Memory of Amy Jerrow Novosel
In Memory of Philip Ira Jerrow Janet Jerrow
In Memory of Jack and Charlene Stoller
In Memory of Barbara Wilpon
Irving & Lauri Prengler
In Memory of Shirley Greenfield
Lawrence & Ann Schiller
In Memory of Fay Brickman
Sy & Roberta Saffran

PROGRAMMING DONATIONS
In Memory of Barbara Wilpon
Mark & Diane Fleschler

RABBI ROFFMAN DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Appreciation of Rabbi Roffman
Lianna Benatar
Mitchell & Nancy Spector
In Honor of Rabbi Roffman
Mark & Diane Fleschler
In Memory of Irving Jonathon Shapiro
Gabriel & Ricki Shapiro
In Memory of Joseph Obrencz
In Memory of Richard Seals
Belle Seals
In Memory of Shirley Greenfield
Marlene Sobek

RABBI SUNSHINE DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Honor of Rabbi Sunshine
Mark & Diane Fleschler
In Memory of Shirley Greenfield
Cheri Shapiro
In Memory of Jack Stoller and Charlene Stoller
Elise Power
In Memory of Fay Brickman
Leslie Lucks

RABBI WALLACH DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Appreciation of Rabbi Wallach
Ethan & Sarah Davis
In Honor of Rabbi Wallach
Mark & Diane Fleschler
In Memory of Justin Aurbach
Ruth Hendelman

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL DONATIONS
In Memory of Fay Brickman
In Memory of Beverly Geller
In Memory of Shirley Greenfield
Hylton & Veronique Jonas
In Memory of Fay Brickman
In Memory of Beverly Geller
In Memory of Shirley Greenfield
Lawrence & Sally Wolfish

SADIE & PHIL BLATT FUND
In Memory of Marilyn Krovetz
In Memory of Charles Krovetz
In Memory of Jennie Krovetz
In Memory of Philip Blatt
Mitchell & Rita Rasansky

SHABBAT ANNOUNCEMENT
In Memory of Hilma Levy
In Memory of Deborah L. Levy Ken & Julie Robinowitz
In Memory of My Beloved Husband Harry S. Furst
In Memory of Beloved Nephew Mark Harrison
Margaret Furst

SISTERHOOD CONSERVATIVE JEWISH CAMP
In Memory of Fay Brickman
Leona Veeder
In Memory of Lorraine Hoppenstein
Marsha Lev
In Memory of Shirley Greenfield
In Memory of Fay Brickman
Scott & Meryl Nason

SMALL/WALDMAN/COHEN MUSIC FUND
In Memory of Anna Falk Hoffman
Melvin & Eve Hoffman
In Memory of Shirley Greenfield
In Memory of Ruth Zack
In Memory of Fay Brickman
Howard Cohen
In Memory of Gertrude Appelson
In Memory of Martin Appelson
In Memory of Robert I. Rogoff
In Memory of Abraham A. Appelson
Dorothy Rogoff Gell

SOCIAL ACTION
In Honor of Scott Cobert
Alan & Arlene Sandgarten
In Memory of Charlene and Jack Stoller
David & Barbara Repp
In Memory of Shirley Greenfield
Lewis & Marcy Lefko
Mireille Brisebois-Allen & Ira Allen
Marsha Lev
Roy & Marna Edenson
In Memory of Morris C. Fagin
In Memory of Lena Fagin
Stanley & Donna Fagin
In Memory of Margaret Rich
Anita Friedman
SYNAGOGUE OPERATING FUND
In Appreciation of Kim West
Anita Friedman
In Honor of Shayna Bracha
Jerry & Barbara Selinger
In Memory of Beverly Geller
Alan & Arlene Sandgarten
Martin & Suzanne Hotchkiss
In Memory of Jack and
Charlene Stoller
Barry & Annalee Zweig
Sonny & Shirley Landsberg
In Memory of Bernice Kandell
Brian & Rose Cohen
Ken & Sherry Goldberg
Marion Glazer
Steven & Lisa Rudner
In Memory of Shirley Greenfield
Charles & Kathi Silver
In Memory of Fay Brickman
In Memory of Barbara Wilpon
In Memory of Bernice Kandell
Charles & Sharon Levin
In Memory of Emanuel Gian
Jack & Leslie Gian
In Memory of Fay Brickman
Lawrence & Emily Kern
Lewis & Marcy Lefko
Trevor & Elaine Pearlman
In Memory of Sol and
Carmella Schwarz
Ludwig Schwarz
In Memory of Herbert Lowenkron
In Memory of Rella Lowenkron
Michael & Elaine Lowenkron
In Memory of Rueben Burk
Norman & Beverly Burk
In Memory of Doris Freed
Paul & Edith Singer

YOUTH PROGRAMMING DONATIONS
In Memory of Roslyn Dauer
Gail and William Dauer
In Memory of Charlene and
Jack Stoller
Harvey & Gail Wine
Speedy Recovery of Aryeh
Ackermann
Shari Michlovitz

COMING UP IN DECEMBER

2  Cowboys Football Watch Party

3  Community and Family Center
Chanukah Celebration & Shabbat Dinner

7  20s & 30s: Torah on Tap at
Quarter Bar Uptown

7  Torah on Tap North
Topletz Auditorium

10  20s & 30s: Shabbat
hosted by Brittany and Jared Kerstein

ALL MONTH

Mishloach Manot Committee! We are looking for volunteers for our annual Mishloach Manot Committee to help decide on the theme and items for the Mishloach Manot bags, help recruit volunteers, and assist with assembly of bags and deliveries! Meetings will be 1 to 2 times a month, starting in mid-December through the first week of March! Contact Katie Babin at kbabin@shearith.org

Social Action will collect warm clothes. Adult clothing will be donated to the Bridge Homeless Shelter and children’s clothing will be donated to Literacy Achieves. Additionally, the SISTERhood Yarn Yentas will donate items they knit.
The Shofar
Shabbat Candle Lighting, Havdalah and Service Times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>November</th>
<th>Shabbat</th>
<th>Candle Lighting</th>
<th>Havdalah</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 5-6</td>
<td>6:14 pm</td>
<td>7:14 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 12-13</td>
<td>5:09 pm</td>
<td>6:09 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 19-20</td>
<td>5:05 pm</td>
<td>6:05 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 26-27</td>
<td>5:03 pm</td>
<td>6:03 pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IN-PERSON & ZOOM
Morning Minyan
Monday - Friday | 7 am
Sunday | 8:30 am

Evening Minyan
Saturday - Thursday | 6 pm

Shabbat Morning Torah Study | 8:30 am

IN-PERSON, SHEARITH.LIVE, FACEBOOK
Friday night Kabbalat Shabbat | 6 pm
Shabbat Morning Services | 9:30 am

Beginning in November, our Shabbat evening and morning services will no longer be hosted on Zoom. Please join us on Shearith.live or Facebook live. (This change only applies to Shabbat evening and morning services. We will continue to use Zoom for other services, classes, and programs.)

We ask that everyone age 3 and up wear masks in the building.
We will continue to update mask policies as necessary based on the most up-to-date local and CDC recommendations.